“To convert somebody go and take them by the hand and guide them.
St. Thomas Aquinas
Appetizer: Daily Grammar Practice Week 5 Day 5
Essential Question: Can you diagram a complex sentence?
Materials: workbook, pen
Directions: Use the help pages to diagram a complex sentence.
1. Pray-insert subject and verb
2. All modifiers are diagramed on a slanted line under the word they modify
3. The dependent clause must be connected by a dotted line to the word it
modifies
4. A prep phrase which modifies the object of the prep goes below the OP>

Sentence: He lay down on a wide bunk that stretched across the end of the room.

Soup: Vocabulary and Grammar Station Rotations Unit 3
Essential Questions:
1. Can you recognize and use words from Unit 3, and their synonyms and
antonyms?
2. Can you use lie (intransitive) and lay (transitive) verbs correctly?
Materials: Station Directions in trays, books, word boxes, chromebooks, and notes
Stations: You will work through the stations below in this class as a group.
Station 1- Word Boxes: using the word boxes, create sentences using lie and lay
correctly
Station 2 – Greek and Latin Roots: On your Chromebooks, go to School Speak,
Study Skills, Vocab Workshop, Unit 3, Greek/Latin Roots and play the games to
identify roots.
Station 3- Sentence creation: Use the word comply in a complex sentence with an
adjective dependent clause.
a. Use the word myriad as a noun
b. Use the word untethered in a sentence with an indefinite pronoun
c. Use a synonym of vie in a present tense sentence
Use the adverb form of prodigious in a sentence
Station 4: Complex Sentence Tutorial: Chromebook, NetText, Grammar Unit Watch the
tutorial :Complex sentence Tutorial

To Go Box:
Read for 30 minutes every night
26 September Vocab unit 3 cards and all exercises due TEST ON 27 SEPTEMBER
28 September Lit test on “A Retrieved Reformation” story details, plot elements,
making predictions, vocabulary
12 October Response to Literature due

